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ies of extraversion-introversion

not

been conclusively

as a

extraversronemonstrated’, and (b) that

n an earlier paper EYSENCK
bjection to the unitary
iability and impulsivity
are not independent varieties of
rsion, but are signifkantly
correlated with each other to form
raordinate concI;pt of extraversion. his tiding has since been
icated by SPARROW
and
(1964). The independence of E and
s been investigated in several
large-scale factorial analyses, in which over 100 items previously found
relevant to these two factor-s were intercorrelated and factor-analyzed,
for 600 men and 600 women separately; the method of rotation used
was developed in our laboratory to permit analytic oblique rotation
and extraction of higher-order factors (HENDRICKSON
and WRITE,
1964). Two higher orders factors, co responding to E and N were
found, and the angle between them did not deviate significantly from
90”, although the method of rotation did not prescrik independence
of factors, but \yas determined entirely by the actual relationships
obtaining within the data (EYSENCKand EYSENCK,1967). There is thus
some evidence of both the unitary nature of extraversion, as well as
of the independence of I5 and N. In this paper both problems will be
taken up from a rather different point of view, which ay throw some
new light on this controversy.
Consider the conception of a factor as in some sensl an underlying
cause of *he observed correlations (E fSENCK, 195 3 !. he correlation
WW
+ we me in&$&d to the Research Fund of the llkudsley and h&km
Royal Hospitals for the support of this investigation.
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of any given test with that factor would then be a
to which that test measureId that facto
test could be found which correlated
factor, i.e. which had sticientl
is test in a sear
:factor, en it would be pos
an answer to the two questions
in neture, then the tests (or

is other> factor.
The choke of the criterion test would of c
argument. In the first pkce, the criterion sho
ain different r:o that from which
scre chosen. f Ore factor were dete
between inven ry items, then the criteri
item or a compound of inventory ite
nosis, as for instance in the studies
1950, 19X!), or it could be some objective behavioutal test, or even
hysiolc;gic,ti reaction measure. ven more important is a second
atum. Tk criterion should
chosen in such a way
ied a theory which predicted
t it would be a good
factor, but no! of the other.
ly by relating the cri
e such way to eapkit psychological (or physiological) theories
about the nature of the factor in question can we hope to esca fro
tihc tautological arguments implicit in factor analysis.

lity and validity as a

UNITARY
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8 you often long for excitement?
2. Do you ofte need ~lndersta~din
you up2
1.

s to

eer

o you stop and think
do you always
1 do sonr&in
ep your promise, no matter how inconvenient it
0.07

might be to do so?
7. Dczs your tnood often go ply,

d down?
8. DQ you genexally do and say thi s quickly without
ping to think”?
9.
you ever fe#el ‘just miserable’ for no good
rcascs?
10. Would you do almost anything for a dare?
11. Do you suddenly feel shy -when you want to talk to
aa attractive stranger3
12. Once in a while do you lose your temper and get
aQIy?
13. Do you often do things on the spur of the moment?
14.
o you often worry about thin
have done or said?
15. Geaerahy, do you prefer reading to meeting people?
16. Arc your feelings rather easily hurt?
17. -Do you like going out a lot?
IS. 530 you occasionally have thoughts and ideas that
other people to
yw wonId not 1
bubbling over
19. AZ you sorneti
~>bmetimesvery sluggish?
20. Do you prefer to have few but special friends?
ou daydream a lot?
out at you, do you shout back?
ubled about feelin
your habit:s
desirable ones?
25. Can you usually let y
and enjoy yourself
a lot at a gay party?
os;ld you call yourself tense or ‘hi
you as being very lively?
ething important, do you
come away feeling you could have done
e

YOU

.mostly quiet when

you

0.01
-0.57
-0.02
4.32

N

0.17
0.71
0.26

0.09

0.28

0.20

0.50

are with other

0.62
-0.07

ul thin,gs that

might

-0.02
-0.18

to people so much that you
0.02

0.08

-0.40
0.06
al’le the people year know, are there SQIIXwhc m
ou dltiiniteliy do not like?
ould you say that you were fairly sellf-confider t?
SO. Are you easily hurt when people findi fault w th
you or your work?
to really enjoy yourself at a

0.04

0.07
-0.27

4.5 1

0.35

0.36

0.615

feelings of inferiority?
ome life into a rather dull

0.0’E

-0.4.8
you sometimes talk about things you kn ~w
-0.08
you worry about your health?
you like playing pranks on
you suffer from sleeplessne

-0.36

3$8
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have been objected that such a comparison
capitalizes
on whatever non-relevant factors were present on the OG
casi~n of this experiment and might have influenced both the
responses of the Ss and the.k lemon test scores. Cons
&_osen to use factor loadings obtained in 8 i&eat and much larger
n, half women, who shad been given the
study, using 500 Ss, half
same items printed in table 1, together with a
and EYSENCK, 1957). This whole matrix of 1
factor analyzed in the same manner as th
i.e. by means of the principal components method, followed by
rotaltion. In this manner the scaks are weighted against our I
not only are the factor loadings derived from a different population to
that from which the itemkorrelations with the lemon test are obtained,
but in addition the factor arlalysis was carrkd out on a sample of items
d%xent from, and larger than, that used in our present I:X
and factor analysis.

h tai>le
I;however, it might

Factor loading on extravzsion (abscissa) and correlations with lemon
kst (ardiaate) of neuroticism items (squares) and extraversion items (circles).
Fig, 1.

arison, have been o

iterls, the latter N items;
it will be clear that in fact this is so. There are only two N items to
t of the line, aid two I5 items to the kft; arrows
to these four values. It will be seen that for all items
or above, correlation with the
ngs belo\ 0.15, only three are
e is thus a rema
corres; >andenze between the
two sets of val
It is obvious to the eye that the correlation values are roughly proportional to the factor loadings for the E itelns; a correlation was
made both with and without regard for signs. Both correlations are
positive, with the former of course muc3hlarser ; the actual values are
0.97 and 0.71. 0th are sufficiently 1ar:ger to allow us to say that the
predicted proportionality is in actual fact fount!, thus supporting the
I extraversion szale measure a factor
view that the Items of the
which is, as far as this exper
nt is concerned, unitary.
is particularly reassuring in view of the fact that the criterion test used
was chosen on the basis of quite specific theories regarding the psy&ological
and p~~ysiolo ieal nature of extraversion and introversion;
1 The line is actually slanted towards the right because the average size of
the factor loadings is greater than the average size of the correlations in the
ratio of 6/5; in order to compensate
.or this, the intercepts of the !IY nrrl
abscissa and ordinate have been changed from .3 to be in roughly I& same
proportion.
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SUMMARY

Scores of salivary reactit it y to lemon juice
sonality -questionnaire items for 45 men and 48 women,
correlations factor analyzed. Two factors
neuroticism were extracted; the lemon test s
former, and of kc32 on the latter, cotirming
th~oret~~a~
also shown that questionnaire items having high loadings on
correlated with ths lemon test score, while
correlations. The ilnzphcations of these findin
sional nature of ::xtraversion, and for the i
neu roticisrn.
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